
 Dan Levy Full Class Session Breakdown 

 Timestamp  Activity  Description 

 0:08-2:00  Opening  Levy sets up the topics for the day’s class. 

 2:01-3:54  Opening 
 Levy conducts a student poll to determine emotional 
 reactions to the first topic of the class. 

 3:55-6:34  Interactive Lecture 

 Levy leads an interactive lecture, with students taking 
 notes in their lecture handout and Levy taking notes on 
 an iPad (projected at the front of the room). 

 6:35-8:20 
 Student-Instructor 
 Exchange 

 Levy asks the class a question and holds an extended 
 exchange with one student. 

 8:21-9:49  Activity Framing 

 Levy sets up a pair share activity, based on students’ 
 responses to a poll. Students pair off with a peer who 
 chose a different answer. 

 9:50-12:49  Pair Share 

 The camera stays with one pair sharing their thoughts. 
 Levy walks around the classroom to check in with 
 student pairs. 

 12:50-21:25  Debrief 
 Levy leads a debrief of the pair conversations and calls 
 for another response to the poll. 

 21:26-24:09  Pair Share 

 The camera stays with one pair sharing their thoughts. 
 Levy walks around the classroom to check in with 
 student pairs. 

 24:10-30:10  Debrief 
 Levy leads a debrief of the pair conversations and calls 
 for another response to the poll. 

 30:11-40:05  Interactive Lecture 
 Levy delivers an interactive lecture, utilizing the lecture 
 handout. 

 40:06-43:24 
 New Topic 
 Introduction  Levy introduces the second topic for the class period. 

 43:25-44:14  Stretch Break 
 Sensing flagging energy, Levy leads a short stretch 
 break for students. 

 44:15-52:51  Interactive Lecture 

 Levy delivers an interactive lecture, using humor to 
 counter flagging energy and responding to student 
 questions. He works through a technology malfunction 
 with the iPad projection. 

 52:52-54:15  Student Share 
 A student shares a problem solution with the class 
 using the iPad. 

 54:16-1:01:36  Interactive Lecture  Levy delivers an interactive lecture. 

 1:01:37-1:02:48  Closing 
 Levy begins to close class with another poll and sets 
 up another pair share. 

 1:02:49-1:04:05  Pair Share  The camera stays with one pair sharing their thoughts. 

 1:04:06-1:05:53  Closing  Levy closes the class session. 


